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  Question: 1  

Universal Containers (UC) wants to build a few applications that leverage the Salesforce REST API. UC 
has asked its Architect to describe how the API calls will be authenticated to a specific user. Which 
two mechanisms can the Architect provide? Choose 2 Answers 

 
A. Authentication Token 
B. Session ID 
C. Refresh Token 
D. Access Token 

 

  Answer: AD  
 

  Question: 2  

Universal Containers (UC) has implemented SSO according to the diagram below. uses SAML while 
Salesforce Org 1 uses OAuth 2.0. Users usually start their day by first attempting to log into Salesforce 
Org 2 and then later in the day, they will log into either the Financial System or CPQ system 
depending upon their job position. Which two systems are acting as Identity Providers? 

 
A. Financial System 
B. Pingfederate 
C. Salesforce Org 2 
D. Salesforce Org 1 

 

  Answer: BD  
 

  Question: 3  

Universal Containers (UC) built an integration for their employees to post, view, and vote for ideas in 
Salesforce from an internal Company portal. When ideas are posted in Salesforce, links to the ideas 
are created in the company portal pages as part of the integration process. The Company portal 
connects to Salesforce using OAuth. Everything is working fine, except when users click on links to 
existing ideas, they are always taken to the Ideas home page rather than the specific idea, after 
authorization. Which OAuth URL parameter can be used to retain the original requested page so that 
a user can be redirected correctly after OAuth authorization? 

 
A. Redirect_uri 
B. State 
C. Scope 
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D. Callback_uri 
 

  Answer: A  
 

  Question: 4  

Universal Containers (UC) is building an integration between Salesforce and a legacy web 
applications using the canvas framework. The security for UC has determined that a signed request 
from Salesforce is not an adequate authentication solution for the Third-Party app. Which two 
options should the Architect consider for authenticating the third-party app using the canvas 
framework? Choose 2 Answers 

 
A. Utilize the SAML Single Sign-on flow to allow the third-party to authenticate itself against UC's IdP. 
B. Utilize Authorization Providers to allow the third-party appliction to authenticate itself against 
Salesforce as the Idp. 
C. Utilize Canvas OAuth flow to allow the third-party appliction to authenticate itself against 
Salesforce as the Idp. 
D. Create a registration handler Apex class to allow the third-party appliction to authenticate itself 
against Salesforce as the Idp. 

 

  Answer: AC  
 

  Question: 5  

Universal Containers (UC) has decided to build a new, highly sensitive application on the Force.com 
platform. The security team at UC has decided that they want users to provide a fingerprint in 
addition to username/password to authenticate to this application. How can an Architect support 
fingerprints as a form of identification for Salesforce authentication? 

 
A. Use Salesforce Two-factor authentication with callouts to a third-party fingerprint scanning 
application. 
B. Use an AppExchange product that does fingerprint scanning with native Salesforce Identity 
Confirmation. 
C. Use delegated Authentication with callouts to a third-party fingerprint scanning application. 
D. Use custom login flows with callouts to a third-party fingerprint scanning application. 

 

  Answer: B  
 

  Question: 6  

Universal Containers (UC) wants to build a custom mobile app for their field reps to create orders in 
salesforce. After the first time the users log in, they must be able to access salesforce upon opening 
the mobile app without being prompted to log in again. What Oauth flows should be considered to 
support this requirement? 

 
A. Web Server flow with a Refresh Token. 
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B. Mobile Agent flow with a Bearer Token. 
C. User Agent flow with a Refresh Token. 
D. SAML Assertion flow with a Bearer Token. 

 

  Answer: C  
 

  Question: 7  

What item should an Architect consider when designing a Delegated Authentication 
implementation? 

 
A. The Web service should be secured with TLS using Salesforce trusted certificates. 
B. The Web service should be able to accept one to four input method parameters. 
C. The web service should use the Salesforce Federation ID to identify the user. 
D. The Web service should implement a custom password decryption method. 

 

  Answer: D  
 

  Question: 8  

Universal Containers (UC) has decided to use Salesforce as an Identity Provider for multiple external 
applications. UC wants to use the salesforce App Launcher to control the Apps that are available to 
individual users. Which three steps are required to make this happen? 

 
A. Add each connected App to the App Launcher with a Start URL. 
B. Set up an Auth Provider for each External Application. 
C. Set up Salesforce as a SAML Idp with My Domain. 
D. Set up Identity Connect to Synchronize user data. 
E. Create a Connected App for each external application. 

 

  Answer: ACE  
 

  Question: 9  

An Architect has configured a SAML-based SSO integration between Salesforce and an external 
Identity provider and is ready to test it. When the Architect attempts to log in to Salesforce using 
SSO, the Architect receives a SAML error. Which two optimal actions should the Architect take to 
troubleshoot the issue? 

 
A. Ensure the Callback URL is correctly set in the Connected Apps settings. 
B. Use a browser that has an add-on/extension that can inspect SAML. 
C. Paste the SAML Assertion Validator in Salesforce. 
D. Use the browser's Development tools to view the Salesforce page's markup. 

 

  Answer: BC  
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  Question: 10  

Universal Containers (UC) has a classified information system that its call center team uses only 
when they are working on a case with a record type "Classified". They are only allowed to access the 
system when they own an open "Classified" case, and their access to the system is removed at all 
other times. They would like to implement SAML SSO eith Salesforce as the Idp, and automatically 
allow or deny the staff's access to the classified information system based on whether they currently 
own an open "Classified" case record when they try to access the system using SSO. What is the 
recommended solution for automatically allowing or denying the access to the classified information 
system based on the open "classified" case record criteria? 

 
A. Use Salesforce reports to identify users that currently owns open "Classified" cases and should be 
granted access to the Classified information system. 
B. Use Apex trigger on case to dynamically assign permission Sets that Grant access when an user is 
assigned with an open "Classified" case, and remove it when the case is closed. 
C. Use Custom SAML JIT Provisioning to dynamically query the user's open "Classified" cases when 
attempting to access the classified information system. 
D. Use a Common Connected App Handler using Apex to dynamically allow access to the system 
based on whether the staff owns any open "Classified" Cases. 

 

  Answer: D  
 

  Question: 11  

Universal Containers (UC) is implementing Salesforce and would like to establish SAML SSO for its 
users to log in. UC stores its corporate user identities in a Custom Database. The UC IT Manager has 
heard good things about Salesforce Identity Connect as an Idp, and would like to understand what 
limitations they may face if they decided to use Identity Connect in their current environment. What 
limitation Should an Architect inform the IT Manager about? 

 
A. Identity Connect will not support user provisioning in UC's current environment. 
B. Identity Connect will only support Idp-initiated SAML flows in UC's current environment. 
C. Identity Connect will only support SP-initiated SAML flows in UC's current environment. 
D. Identity connect is not compatible with UC's current identity environment. 

 

  Answer: A  
 

  Question: 12  

A group of users try to access one of Universal Containers' Connected Apps and receive the following 
error message: " Failed: Not approved for access." What is the most likely cause of this issue? 

 
A. The Connected App settings "All users may self-authorize" is enabled. 
B. The Salesforce Administrators have revoked the OAuth authorization. 
C. The Users do not have the correct permission set assigned to them. 
D. The User of High Assurance sessions are required for the Connected App. 
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  Answer: C  
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